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An ideological “virus” spread across the world after the 1929 economic crash. Capitalism
was in a desperate situation in order to recover from the economic destruction it had
suffered. The social and political prelude of the second world was the Nazi and fascist
«virus»that fueled all aspects of the incredibly horrendous Nazi ideology. Millions of
unemployed , the return of extreme nationalist ideas, the promotion of fear, hatred and
despair was a perfect social laboratory that was to become the foundation of a massive
Nazi movement of great proportions in Germany, Italy and other European nations and not
only.

The 75th anniversary of the victory of the people against Nazism on May 9th, 2020 is not
just a simple celebration. It does not confine itself to one country and one people. Although
the USSR was the main and principle battlefront where most human lives where lost. This
until today cannot be openly disputed, even though it is hidden under the “carpet”in most
of the history books of the western world.
The 75th anniversary doesn’t just represent a historical feat of immense importance to
humanity but it reminds us of the endless sacrifices, in terms of human lives and an
immense amount of resources , that were made by the USSR and the heroic Red Army.
Historical revision unfortunately started on the first day the second world war ended. It
was not a “freak of nature” but a constant strategy utilizing, devising and using a large
number of steps on multiple levels around the world.

The political environment before the Second World War
A prelude of historical revisionism
The predominance of Nazism in Germany highlights a parallel symptom of the escalation
of the contradictions between the imperialist powers at the time , the attempt to transform
the USSR into a place of export of these contradictions as a real battleground was a
priority . This played a major role in the survival of the Nazi regime in its earliest and most
difficult years. The speeches in the House of Commons, by one of Britain's most powerful
politicians in the British political establishment , Lloyd George, in 1934, are quite typical:
“The overthrow of the current German regime, he says unequivocally, means the victory of
communism. Consequently, this regime in a Germany must remain in place”.
Thus, the USSR was in an increasingly dangerous and alarming position. The magnitude
of the risk is also shown by the fact that European imperialist powers were significantly

superior (and in some respects, overwhelmingly) to the USSR in terms of industrial,
military and economic standards. What relieved this momentary stress were mainly two
factors:
a) For the attack against the USSR an immense preparation was required, which would
take time.
b)Germany was asking for guarantees for such an action from the Western powers, which
they could not give , because they were afraid of Nazi Germany actions after a possible
success. In the Eastern front.
In the midst of this anxious tug of war, the question of "who and where will invade the
USSR" ends up becoming the main question of war being prepared.
Thus, complete tolerance to Nazi Germany is the “most well hidden history” in most books
of today.
Historical revisionism was now being fueled so as to become the major political and
ideological revenge towards Russia after the fall of the USSR.

Τhe Nazi occupation on Europe , political and business accomplices and hidden facts,
needed tools for today’s historical revisionism .
It is useful to know that before the fall of Nazism, from 1940, 1941, great numbers of local
elites in some occupied countries positioned themselves as “ useful tools “ to the
occupational Nazi forces. In some European countries a number of Nazi collaborators
became part of the post war political personnel, mostly under British and American
tolerance. This important minority of of Nazi collaborators that outlived the war and were
never apprehended or tried for their crimes occupied important positions in te post war
period in all spheres of political, economic , social and cultural life.
American youth, a strong minority have an especially insatiable appetite for Nazi-themed
books, films, television shows, documentaries, video games, and comic books
today. Stories of the Second World War console us with memories of the days before
Vietnam, Cambodia, and Iraq, when the United States was the world’s “goodhearted”superpower, riding to the rescue of a Europe paralyzed by totalitarianism and
appeasement. Yet an eerie continuity became visible in the postwar years, as German
scientists were imported to America and began working for their former enemies; the
resulting technologies of mass destruction exceeded Hitler’s darkest imaginings. The
Nazis idolized many aspects of American society: the cult of sport, Hollywood production
values, the mythology of the frontier. From boyhood, Hitler devoured the Westerns of the
popular German novelist Karl May.

In 1928, Hitler remarked, approvingly, that white settlers in America had “gunned down the
millions of redskins to a few hundred thousand.” When he spoke of Lebensraum, the
German drive for “living space” in Eastern Europe, he often had America in mind.

The Political parties of the far right, businessmen and industrialists, bankers, a large
portion of the military leadership, even a small percentage of simple people who took the
opportunity in finding themselves in profiteering and black market activities during
the occupation of their lands by the Wehrmacht .
The installation of puppet regimes across conquered lands and countries all across
Europe was a necessary task for Nazism.
Also the Nazi regime in order to facilitate in the running of an occupied country had to
recreate the marionette type of governments that would facilitate their occupational
“ activities” .
The Vichy fascist regime in southwestern France, puppet governments in Central and
Northern Europe, Scandinavia , Southern Europe and the Balkans were a reality . The
term “Quisling”is a still a disgusting political term in the ongoing political debate today.
Control of an occupied country, in every aspect of every day life needed the political
personnel, the needed bureaucracy, the continuation at the very minimal of a puppet state
in complete submission to the Nazi “masters” was channeled in a way where all the
economic resources, in human Soave labour was was channeled to the Nazi economic
war machine .

Plundering the national economies of occupied countries in every aspect so as to give the
Nazi military machine as well as german society all that was needed for the continuation of
the war.

The most terrible cost was the loss of human life. Slave labour was taken to Germany for
every possible venture , concentration camps, military factories , construction, agrarian
economy. Siemens, Bosch, Krupps, , Hugo Boss, Bayer, BMW, AUDI, DAIMLIER-BENZ ,
were a some of the german companies that thrived before, during and after the war to our
days.

The foundation stone of the strong connection of economic and political alliance of
Historical revisionism has a continuity till today.
Paradigms of German companies that were closely associated with the Nazi regime before
and during the war:
1. Bertelsmann
Bertelsmann was founded originally as as publishing house founded in 1835.
The company, was a close ally of Hitler, as it actively supported Nazi propaganda by
publishing books with anti-Semitic symbols and propaganda books aimed at the youth.
Heinrich Mohn, the president of the company, made significant donations to Hitler's special
SS forces, as he was an elite member of the SS, a fact that showed his close relationship
with nazi ideologies. In fact, a study of the company's relationship with Nazism found that
its factories in Lithuania and Latvia were used to employ workers of Jewish descent.
These workers had a life span no more than 6 months. Slave labour proved to be 350%
more efficient regarding production than the previous model. Nazism was finally putting in
practice the “arian superiority model” where the the subjugated people where to be in a
complete darwinist society. The almost almost zero costs of labour was being put into
practice where the industrial elite of Nazi germany was living it’d best “days”. Minimal food
rations were scientifically designed to give a limited life span of worker slaves , since
constant substitution of worker slaves was in constant flow from other conquered
nations . Concentration camps where the holocaust was taking place. Industrial factories
of the war machine where slaves
Where being used as cheap replaceable part of the machinery . The industrial elite was in
complete ideological embrace with the Nazi pyramid. This fact in the west was and is
completely underplayed, a necessary part of the historical revisionist policy . Today
Bertelsmann is a large conglomerate involved in media, television and radio. Its principal
divisions involve RTL group, Penguins random house books and novels, Arvato, BMG,
Bertelsmann education group, and Bertelsmann investments. In its company profile today
no mention is given to its Nazi ties and its complicity with Nazism. Another example of the
revisionism from the “ other side of the coin”.
2. IG Farben - Bayer
IG Farben, which eas made up of smaller pharmaceutical companies such as Agfa and
Bayer, was the largest manufacturer of not only drugs but also chemicals. From 1933 to
1944, IG Farben was the largest beneficiary to the Nazi government, donating 81 million
Deutsche marks to the regime. The company even equipped the Nazis with fuel .
The company reportedly built a branch near Auschwitz to use slave labor, with an
estimated 370,000 workers killed during their work at the plan duration g the length of the
war. Today the company flourishes a multinational enterprise across all five continents .

3. Siemens
Siemens was one of the most well-known companies to use prisoners of war and slave
labour in its factories. In fact, the company reportedly used the name Zykon in 2001 in a
campaign to promote its products, which caused a storm of civil reactions, preventing the
realization of the original idea. That's because Zykon was the deadliest death has used in
gas chambers, killing millions of Jews. Siemens need no introduction in its business
activities around the world, being one be of the largest and most profitable in its field
around the world.

4.Deutsche Bank
At the top of the list of companies benefited by concentration camp inmates was Deutsche
Bank. The bank acquired and misappropriated 4,446 kilograms of gold collected by the
central bank of the Hitler regime, Reichsbank. From the huge amount of gold, it is
estimated that 744 kilos were collected by the capture of prisoners, many of them Jews in
the concentration camps, by the SS officer , also an economist, Bruno Melmer.
It is also reported that the bank granted Adolf Hitler a loan, which was allegedly used to
build Auschwitz. In 1998 the bank accepted the moral responsibility for the business
transactions of the Nazi period. Although many cases in international and national courts
are still pending.

Some of the few examples mentioned above ( more than 200 companies which still
survive till today , participated directly or indirectly in supporting the Nazi regime. This was
not a philanthropic gesture from their part since the enrichment and the profits made on
the blood of innocent victims was immense.
Some of the owners, c.e.o leaders, creditors, businessmen involved in Nazi supporting
activities were apprehended and sentenced to jail terms, after the war. Many were not
apprehended relying on the excuse that they were just taking orders, denying any
knowledge of the immense loss of loss of lives. Today’s image of these multinational
corporations have radically changed, their post modern business appearance has
intelligently erased their “ Nazi connections”. This is also another type of historical
revision of the economic history regarding the post war period.
A few of these companies have taken their responsibility in their criminal actions , “lightly”
reimbursing a few countries and even a small portion of individuals ( victims of the war and
families) because of their horrendous activities.
Although in most cases the “laundering” of their historical relationships with the Nazi
regime was and still is the main trend . This economic historical revision should not be

disregarded as it is a vital part of today’s ongoing revisionism closely related to the political
establishment of the European Union and of course many national governments within the
EU.
The implication in the horrendous Nazi experiment of a the majority of people within Nazi
Germany as well as small percentage of people involved in in the occupied countries
were few hundred to thousands expanding the Nazi experiment at its maximum . The so
called theory “Hitler the madman” , as being the sole responsible of one of humanity’s
greatest crimes is not credible and completely childish as an argument.
Of course the complexity of a total dehumanized deranged Hitler s mind which is f course
part of the truth, doesn’t limit itself to Hitler but is part of a total ideological pyramid based
on a social and political environment completely tolerated by the economic elite of
Germany as well as the political establishment of the majority of western nations.
In the pre war period , the conformity, the political behavior of the British government, the
U.S. government , the French government, even the Polish government was not only
confined in the policy of appeasing towards Hitler by giving in to his invasion of Austria, or
Checoslovaquia, but in trying to drive him into initiating the war on the USSR. The Soviet
leadership also tried to exploit diplomatically and buy necessary time in delaying Hitlers
plan towards the USSR by agreeing Tom the Molotov - Ribbentrop treaty. This treaty is
overplayed historically in such a way as to devise, portray and distort the western
tolerance and encouragement by the west towards Hitler in his preparation of war.

The historical highlight of the western periodic and short lived compromise with the Nazi
regime was the Munich agreement reached by prime Minister Chamberlain of Great Britain
and Hitler. This treaty of immense political proportions is erased from the historical
equation of Hitler and the British established at the time.

Historical revisionism, as continuous post war strategy, with many priorities and steps,
involved the systematic use of culture, cinema , public education, music and the arts, in
order to achieve its goal first and most importantly, to obliterate from the history books the
role of the west in the pre war period. To erase from humanity the real and incredible
heroic feat of the Red Army and the USSR at the time. This is the real equation.
Also to methodically and scientifically undermine and destroy the incomparable
contribution to the victory over fascism by the USSR . After this priority, the next step is to
highlight the Molotov- Ribbentrop treaty as the sole and only “ equation” necessary
to portray Hitler and Stalin as “equals” in both “ totalitarian political systems”. Nothing is
further away from political reality, history, philosophy as sciences and simple human
rationale . Recently high profile Polish political figures, along with German and other
European politicians distort this so called Nazi- Soviet pact as the one and only true “fact”.

This dangerous historical equation is a preemptive political attack not only against the
Russian federation today and the historical memory of the USSR, but against the
historical memories of all peoples.
In this new Cold War ( phase ll), Russiaphobia is the common denominator in a non stop
propaganda, as a competition or as part of a general war, where economy , energy, the on
going race of national currencies upheavals as part of import and export competition.
Geopolitical friction and peripheral wars, as a part of a race of growing influence on
regions and countries by today’s superpowers. Food production, self reliance, climate
change, artificial intelligence and new technologies and its repercussions are also part of
this new world battle within a capitalist environment.

The serious marginalization of the UN , specially on the question of its unreliable results on
peripheral wars and the new nuclear race. All this in a context completely different in a new
globalized capitalist system from the ideological confrontation between the USA and the
USSR. Anticommunism although it contained a different goal in overcoming the socialist
ideals in the Cold War ( phase I) .
The antagonism in the first phase of the cold war had as a main factor the ideological
confrontation . In phase II , today its a confrontation within capitalist terms and
antagonisms.
This factor does not undermine the common historical revisionist strategies regarding the
Second World War and the irreplaceable part that laid heavily on the shoulders of the Red
Army and the Soviet Union.

The European Union’s role in historical revisionism in regard to the World War II
The crescendo of historical revisionism in the EE came about when the European
Parliament passed a resolution on September 2019: "The Importance of European
Memory for the Future of Europe", was a reminder that memory and history in Europe
remain controversial fields, not in terms of the past but specially and foremost for the
present and the future. , demonstrating how contradictory the very current common
European identity remains.
The resolution itself sought to make official and institutionalized historical revisionism, in
a European Union where relatively recent historical interpretation, on verge of smuggling
total distorted historical chapters in the prewar period , according to which the declaration
of World War II came as a result of the non-aggression pact between Nazi Germany and
the USSR!

Mainly this resolution blinks an eye towards the growing extreme right wing parties in the
EU, so as to lightly legalize their agenda . The core of the far-right narrative is historical
revisionism.
This position completely ignores the fact that the Nazi program from the beginning
contained an aggressive expansionary territorial policy, which was also the reason for
Germany's rearmament from early 1930 ‘s, openly breaching the Versailles treaty. All this
under the complete tolerance of the victors of World War I .
This recent parliamentary decision of the EU, deleted the fact that Nazism defined
"Jewish-Bolshevism" as its main "existential" opponent. The very development of the war
itself showed that the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact was a tactical move towards the USSR, by
Nazi Germany and by no means a sign of cooperation with the USSR, in which it declared
war in 1941.
Socialism, Communism
All of this is based on the reproduction of the scheme that tries to create the “ideological
unbalance” by the twinning between Nazism and Communism. This hypothesis of total
Identification ignores the deep division between a regime that consciously and explicitly
defined brutality, genocide, extermination and racism as a political program and practice
and an opposite political system that was on a demand for equality and emancipation in a
strategy to the end of capitalism and state authoritarianism and violence.
Whether one agrees or disagrees on these ideological issues, concerning socialism and
communism and wether it’s goal was on the right track or not, it’s weaknesses and it’s
advantages, it still remains completely irrational to bridge the unbridgeable.
Also we cannot ignore the fact that communism as an ideology emerged from the
struggles of the labor movement, was one of the heirs of the French Revolution,
democratic demand for socialist ownership,of the means of production , equality , solidarity
and was linked to the struggles for national liberation, liberation from colonialism, progress
and peace.
Nazism
Nazism has always been an ideology of submission to the hierarchy, subordination,
imperialist expansion and ultimately the extermination of entire populations culminating in
the Holocaust. It is this organic connection between Nazi ideology and practice that is
erased in the easy equation of Nazism and Communism. This item is of fundamental
importance.
Even worse, such an approach carries the risk of obscuring the nature of Nazism. A mere
classification into the choirs of "totalitarianism" conceals the fact that Nazism also
represented the dark side of many oligarchies and bourgeois modernity of its time. The

absence of questioning of capitalist social relations, which explains the support it received
from the German economic oligarchy, (as presented in previous chapters) , the dissolution
of workers' organizations, trade unions, persecution of religious leaders not in accord with
true Christian dogma. First and foremost, the promotion of extreme nationalism , the very
centrality of racism as state ideology were coordinated with policies and laws. All aspects
that explain the rise of Nazism to power and shed light on the depth of its brutality.
Such a leveling equation carries the risk of leading to even more dangerous revisions of
history. For several years now, historical revisionism has been cultivating the position that
the great culprit of the 20th century was communism and that Nazism was essentially an
attempt to quell the "communist campaign" that deviated from its course. After all, the
sanctification of Nazi anti-communism is the main excuse for those who claim the
retroactive justification of those in various countries who have chosen to cooperate with
the Nazi occupying forces or even to fight on their side. These vivid examples today on the
Baltic countries, Eastern European countries and of course the many far right extremist,
neonazi and neofascist parties which are emerging in the EU today .
The fact that in Europe today, neo-liberalism is a man factor of the economic architecture
of the EU, was to emerge and rise as a fundamental "common European identity" that
ritually invokes democracy, but at the same time undermines it daily by declaring markets
and fiscal rules to be the highest criterion, while not hesitating to produce historical
mythology another sign of the deep crisis of the "European edifice". The peak of the EU
failure is social cohesion and solidarity on European values is the total failure to confront
pandemic that hit humanity in our planet , codvid-19. The moto “ everyone for himself was
and is the European common response to the pandemic. The European South was left by
itself to deal with an unknown enemy that new no borders and didn’t discriminate
between rich and poor nor between ages or races. In contrast the EU led by German and
northern hegemonic political culture reacted in the most exemplary neoliberal and neo
Darwinist policy.

History cannot be rewritten

Although the historical interpretation is a palimpsest, history cannot be not rewritten.
Without Stalingrad, the Leningrad Resistance, the Battle of Kursk, the Battle of Berlin, the
course of the war would not have been the same, demonstrating the USSR's
incomparable contribution to the defeat of Nazism by paying the heaviest heavy blood tax.
The same goes for the leading role played by the communist and left wing parties and
organizations in organizing the great resistance movements throughout occupied Europe.
In the Balkans, in Italy, France and other countries without this anti Nazi armed and
political resistance Nazi Germany could have held for a longer time the continuation of the
war. More bloodshed, more destruction, more tears and suffering.

Trends of revisionism on Europe. It’s decreasing influence in economic and political
influence
within the international context.
In a multipolar world where we are witnessing the fall of the US empire. It’s still an open
debate how this question will develop. How the various and complex global panorama and
the new contradictions will develop.
Revisionism in the EU is fueled by the new Nato world dogma . Let’s look at a graphic
chart which completely depicts the total military dependence of European countries with
NATO, as well as loss of national dependence regarding the question of national defense.

One of the many interesting conclusions from the above chart shows the obligations of
NATO members in their spending from their national budget . The most unacceptable and
embarrassing as far as national pride is concerned , is that my country, Greece, comes in
second after the US in its national budget percentage of 2,46%, as an economic obligation

as a NATO member. A country like Greece, which has been devastated economically by
the EU countries, the IMF and the ECB, known as the “Troika”, as the new neocolonialism
in Greece has been implemented.
Greece has multiplied its military American bases in northern and central Greece, mainly
aimed at Russia, this new geopolitical neo colonial has been intensified during the
Obama and Tump administrations.
The paradox is that Greece , as far as peoples hereditary anti Nazi and anti Nazi
struggle ,as a a people, they remain as the most anti American , anti imperialist, anti
fascist in all of the polls conducted in the last decade within the 28 member states of the
EU. Their historical, cultural, religious and anti Nazi resistance ties were and are with
Russian people very strong.
This trend does not exist only in Greece . Since the pandemic codvid-19 deepened, the
tragedy that hit in the South of Europe , Italy specially, witnessed other countries like
Russia, China and Cuba who contributed in helping the codvid-19 stricken countries, in a
multilevel unconditional aid as a clear show of peoples solidarity will certainly weakened
the Euro Atlanticist grip in Europe . To what extent it remains to be seen in the near future.
This new culture of unconditional solidarity between people of our common home,
our planet in times of world despair and the countries that work together in overcoming
world tragedies is something to reflect on in many ways from now on.
Is not new, but the intensification of these these examples are a clear strategy against
historical revisionism which includes division and walls being built by warmongers and
neoliberal followers.

Another important conclusion is that after the 2008 recession and great economic
misfortunes hit the European working classes and its middle class , there was a financial
burden on NATO expenditures from national budgets while hundreds of thousand of youth
in Europe where being driven to unemployment or immigration ( brain drain) . Money for
public health, education and social policies was hijacked and driven to the military
aggressive NATO expansion plan towards Russia and Eurasia.
European traditional political parties from the social democracy and the Christian Right
camp co-governed ( some still today , Germany , Italy , Scandinavia, etc.) conserved the
Euro- Atlanticist values as irreplaceable, this going hand in hand with historical revisionism
as a NATO and US directive . The European far right exploited this systemic political and
economic self suicide of traditional parties and thus the extreme right wing included
pseudo anti western rhetoric in order to gain more political space.

Their anti Semitic , pro racist and basically traditional “only white Arian “values as a
mutated Nazi hereditary historical path to a post modern neo nazi , neofascist image
remains untouched and very much activated in its “programmatic preachings”.
There are deep differences between ultra right wing parties in Europe.
The Swedish Democrats have roots in the Swedish pro Nazi movements. The Spanish
VOX part is modern version of fascist Franquism. The Polish Confederation party has
strong support in the rural areas where extreme catholicism flourishes . Anti Russian
feeling is strong well as anti communist conscience among its voters. Wether it’s the past
anti Soviet memories or modern Russia-phobia this dogma on Poland is mainstream
among most political parties and extremely useful to NATO strategies in Poland . The
biggest ultra right parties in France ( Lepen) and the German ADF combine anti racist, anti
Semitic values , rhetorically invoking European independence but do not question in
essence NATO doctrines. Along with the other extreme nationalist parties across the EU
have commonalities and differences.
Their common denominators are of course the deep anti Muslim in general racist policies
they practice also with complete acceptance of the financial capital dogma then runs
throughout the spinal column of the EU architecture.
The political geography within the EU includes a wide number of different tact to and
strategies, the main question of European emancipation, a true friendly multilateral
friendship with the Russian federation and acknowledging the decisive role the USSR
played in the defeat of Nazism is attributed the Die Linke party of Germany ( left wing
party) . Along this line fewer left parties carry this line on Portugal, Greece, Czech
Republic, etc. Their strength is not influential in the EU at this point , as it should be.

Euro-Atlanticist ties with the European Union elites are fundamental as NATO military

plans in Europe, Eurasia which comprise a central strategy : The constant military and
technological upgrading of the encirclement of the Russian Federation, by land, sea and
space. While at the same building walls of distrust with its neighbors . The Ukrainian
example of internal meddling by the west somas to break historical businesses nds
between Russia and Ukraine and their people is a vivid example of how the US behaved in
Latin America for more than a century ( the Monroe doctrine) . The goal is simple to bring
down the Russian Federation to its knees in order to facilitate , and implement a
geopolitically , energetically, economic hegemonic influence over Russia. To keep afloat
the strategy of the US as to remain as the sole superpower. Knowing Russian history it is
invaluable to this day that western plans today have no chances to be victorious.
If Europe does not emancipate itself from the US industrial military complex , from the
American far right influenced by Trump’s representative in Europe, Steve Bannon , the
architect to bring together a new “black international” , then the new 21st century revival
into post modern Nazi terms : Arian values bonding from the US, Europe and Eastern
Europe, including Russia this political project will resuscitate 21st Neonazism as a pseudo
democratic trend as the new reservoir of the crumbling neoliberal capitalized global
system.

The rehabilitation of Nazism in Europe in the 21st century and elsewhere should not be
discarded a marginalized plan. The step back of the intelligentsia , the roll back of
intellectuals, thinking, the downgrading of culture and the arts are clear signs that this
trend is happening now.
The great contradiction of a Europe Union that demagogically preaches, practices and
passes secondary laws against anti racism, anti semitism, and at the same time
historically, erased from its history books the true meaning of the second world war and at
the same time pardons its totalitarian Nazi and fascist historical phases are hypocritical
and a “double standards “ issue, explicitly destabilizing its domestic policies and at the
same time undermining its foreign policy, all over the world. Its participartion in the
destruction of the Lybian state, its policies in Latin America toeards Cuba, Venezouela, its
treatment of western african nations who continued to seen and expolites as neo colonials
lands among may other exampes are not in any way not connexted with its central dogma
as a “junior partner” of the US.
The EU bureaucratic model of governance is Brussels has shown great democratic
deficits. Financial capital values is at the top of the agenda of the EU ‘s domestic and
foreign policy structure.
It is vague to assume today where this multipolar world is leading. The EU role as a center
of peace and dialogue between east and west would be presumably the best alternative .
In a world of tensions and rivalry in many fields, military, hi tech, economic, energetic and
so on.

Eastern Europe as it being named “The new Europe”, the former Comecon eastern
socialist countries have become the centre of modern Russia-phobia , combined with old
style anti communism. The revival of the Nazi festivities where the old collaborators with
the Wehrmacht, specially in the Baltic countries is a dangerous novelty which the highest
bodies of the EU have failed to condemn .
On March 16, 2017, the majority of the Latvian Parliament (Seim) (with 60 against and 20
in favor) rejected the plan to condemn the revival of Nazism, proposed by the forces of the
3 opposition parties, the Socialist Party of Latvia, the Russian-speaking party "ZAPTSEL"
and the "Center of Unity." With their proposal, the deputies of these 3 Parliamentary
Groups essentially called on the Parliament of the country to separate its position from the
events of honor to the men of the Latvian legions of "SS", which take place every year,
after the overthrow of socialism.

During the discussion of the proposal, the representatives of both the center and right
forces refused to support the plan, the exact title of which is as follows: "Declaration on the
unacceptable justification of Nazi crimes, the heroization of those who fought on Hitler's
side and the renaissance efforts of Nazism. "
In fact, MP G. Dobelis, who is also a member of the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Council of Europe, took the floor and said that "today, March 16, all honest patriots honor
the legions of the SS", then passing to the anti-communist rhetoric " counterattacked,
accusing lawmakers of plotting to declare themselves "red fascists" and want to tarnish the
history of Latvia because they want to hide "the crimes of communism."
For their part, the representatives of the parties that submitted the draft declaration
complained that Latvia and Estonia are the only countries in the world where those who
fought side by side with Nazi Germany are officially honored. And today some of them are
even receiving pensions as local heroes .

It should be noted that under the international outcry of anti-fascist organizations, for the
first time the President of Latvia, Vaira Vike-Freiberg, asked that this day not be officially
celebrated and in fact the municipal authorities of the city of Riga banned both the Nazi
parade and and the protests.

Again and again to the comfort of Nato, the EU highest bodies kept silent, tolerating the
rebirth of Nazi ideals , in the Baltic countries as once the British elite did in 1936-1938
when they saw into Hitler their problems being solved towards the USSR.

The EU IS at decisive crossroads : A NATO junior partner where it hosts the danger of a
new battleground on European soil or a continent of peace, progress and collaboration
stretching from Lisbon to their neighbors to east Russia and Eurasia.

It is obvious: If the EU today with its current policies, represents any sense a European
entity , then this is certainly not the Europe of the Enlightenment, the Renaissance and the
social revolutions that led to progress of human thinking . It is the Europe of the Holy
Alliance, colonialism and fascism. The only real and flawless obstacle to the second
choice is its people , who suffered two devastating wars in the 20th century. It’s European
scholars and politicians, peoples of good will who can see the repetition of history as a
new tragedy to befall on all Europeans. It’s the European youth that can dream again of a
better future with full social rights free education and access to decent jobs. Lastly and
most importantly a Europe that cherishes the 75th anniversary of the defeat of Nazism, as
a date that reserves its historical memory along with the greatest feats of mankind.

Let us not forget that Russia is a Eurasian country, meaning that it cannot be separated
from the rest of Europe, because of the cultural, historical and needless to say
geographical facts.

The Euro- Atlantic project could never achieve erasing and revising the historical period of
the heroic resistance of the European people during the ocupation pf their countries by the
nazis and the facists.

Among the most notable armed resistance movements were the Polish resistance , the
partisan army of Yugoslavia , the Famous and massive Soviet partisans in the lands that
were occupied in the USSR , the Italian partisans, the French resistance, the Norwegian
resistance , the Danish resistance , the Greek partisan army , the Czech resistance ,
the Dutch resistance , last but not least as the heavily persecuted political underground
resistance in Germany itself (there were 16 main resistance groups and at least 27
failed attempts to assassinate Hitler with many more planned): in short, all across
Nazi occupied Europe . Why does the EU September 2019 resolution and equation of
twinning Nazism and communism as “totalitarian systems” , in sense pardoning the Nazi
historical genocide against people and culture? Why does the EU does not celebrate the
heroic European resistance movements ? Is it because that these movements were
originally created and nurtured with communist, socialist, democratic and progressive
ideals in general, struggling hand in hand and heart to heart with the USSR at that time in
order to finish with the Nazi beast.

The crossroad for Europe is vividly in front of our eyes. Which road it decides to take will
have the most negative and dangerous repercussions for the continent as a whole.
If it decides to walk on a road of common understanding, dialogue away from the roads of
its bloody past, its worth struggling for.
Conclusion: As the 75th anniversary of the victory of the peoples against nazism is
celebrated in times of a global pandemic, let us not just remember, let us not just typically
rejoice when humanity overcame 75 years ago a virus that spread death and destruction.
Let us contemplate and work in rebuilding historic memory, to reconstruct what has been
distorted, to dream again of a just, peaceful world where solidarity and the obliteration of
exploitation can become a reality.

Costas Isychos * former Alt. Minister of national defense, former member of the Greek
parliament.

